
The Development of the Framing Industry in
New York City
NEW YORK, NY, USA, September 28,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 567
Framing is one of the leading providers
of premium quality art framing,
printing and design services and has
continued to grow over the years to
become one of the most sought-after
local framing boutiques in New York
City. The story of the framing industry
in New York City and how the industry
has developed in recent times will be
incomplete without mentioning 567
Framing as it has grown from a
relatively humble beginning to owning
several offices in different locations in
NYC including West Village and
Williamsburg, Brooklyn.

The company‘s excellent service delivery that includes a same-day-delivery offer, quality
craftsmanship to provide the best possible custom framing, and detailed have helped 567
Framing grow in popularity over the years. The reviews and accolades from clients from all walks
of life have attracted top brands and celebrities to the company with the likes of Nike, NBC, NYC
Mayor’s Office, Lady Gaga, and Beyoncé associating with 567 Framing at one point or the other.
Other brands that have been lucky to have 567 Framing serve them over the years are UNICEF,
CBS, Time Warner Cable, Allen & Company amongst others.

567 Framing has contributed immensely to the development of the industry in NYC and
surrounding areas, offering innovative and effective solutions to several NYC challenges in the
framing industry, faced by businesses and individuals.

With a wide range of services and products including quality frames on offer, 567 Framing
ensures that clients get the best size for a photo to a frame without requiring them to break the
bank. This unique combination of affordability and quality service delivery has helped to
increase the brand’s popularity and acceptance in and around New York City.

“I have a great experience with the service of 567 framing. I googled all the framing stores in NYC
and got this place. I went to their Manhattan store and the owner was very patient to ask all the
details of my picture and my requirements. I got a wood frame at last at a very reasonable price.
It matches my apartment style very much. Highly recommend this place,” says Jessica J from
Jersey City, NJ.

In addition to having a plethora of different materials that range from the most traditional wood
to the more modern and renovated styles of metal and plastic and the best framing hammer,
567 Framing also offers a wide variety of services such as custom framing, art printing, canvas,
and mounting.
More information about 567 Framing and the services offered can be found on their website.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.567framing.com
https://www.567framing.com


567 Framing is also available across several social media platforms including Facebook and
Instagram.

About 567 Framing
567 Framing is an art framing boutique founded in 2007 in the East Village. The company majorly
offers custom framing, large format Giclee printing, face mounting, and canvas printing &
stretching services with a professional designing team that includes highly educated artists and
designers, with extensive knowledge of fine art, crafts, and materials.
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